Revelries Show lolly Roger’ Premieres 8:15 Tonight

Backstage . . .
Images of Creation and Energy are mirrored in the faces of
"Jolly Roger’s" set designer, Ralph Fetterly, and Director Diane
Hunt as they make f:nal dress rehearsal changes. Fetterly designed
the set for Speech and Drama Department’s "The Sleeping
Prince.’’

Upstage

Original Songs, Dances
In All-Student Comedy
By JERRY NACHMAN

Sailing into Morris Dailey
ithor tonight black skull
bonf.s flying, bells clangg tsill he the privateer
lolly Roger:. The 30th anual production of Spartan
Revelries docks for a fiveight stand beginning at 8:15 p.m.
Manning lead roles are Jon
Hazen as Prof. Charles "Jolly"
gees and Jeanne Cook as his
eminine colleague from Clearlace
Hem Pr if. Louise Anderson.
"Jolly Roger", written by Bill
Utak, tells the musical -comedy
elianty of a Mr. Peeperish inIt.nictor who does a personality
ta go baccanaaring
II dou gh NItaliterrnean
waters.
it
In suppoling ranks are Jim ,
right, Janis Fisher, Darlene I
Ifees and the following mates: ,
neliso Norris, France Clark.
ith Murray, Jim Murtland. John
tsar, nob Shermer, Chuck
Dose Fiske, Revelries Board
chairman, announced tickets for
"Greek Night" may be purchased today between I and 4:30
p.m. in the student affairs hus1614.9 MCP, Title. "Greek Night"
sill be nest Thursday, May 7.
Last sear, blocks of 20 or more
tickets stem sold only to 400111
frAternitirA and sororities, hut
this yror Fiske said any campus
organization may buy the ticket
blocks,
tehell. Dave Fiske, Kay Uemura
ni Sandy Geneva.
)iane Hunt is director of the
Yriting both hook and lyrics for
_
foments PE Head

o Attend C onfab
)r.

MC(7;11111, head of the
lien’s Physical Education Delmont. v ill represent CAHPER
morrow at a training workshop
r local chairmen planning the
980 1,Vhite House conference on
ldren and Youth
’he San Francisco meet at HoVVhitoi-Jmb, is sponsored by the
,’ernor’s Advisory Committee on
idren and Youth. California’s
on to the White House Confer e will be discussed.

the hour and 45 minute show was
Bill Leak, 29-year-old goateed
physics major.
Music director and arranger is
Verne Schnaidt.
Set designer is Ralph Fetterly
who designed the scenery for
"The Sleeping Prince". Said
Fiske of Fetterly’s sets: "Ralph
has designed one of the most
elaborate sets Revelries has ever
used."
Lighting director is Rich Safina.
Choreography for "Jolly Roger"
was done by 13ick Goss. Assisting
Goss was Kay Uemura, Miss
Uemura was complimented for her

"fine work" by both Goss and
Fiske.
Costumes are by Darlene
Haynes and stage manager is
Nancy Lund.
Dancers in the show are as VOL 46
follows: John Amstar, Cookie
Gosclia, Clark Mires, Judy Wilder, Keith Murray, Kathi Eggiman, Truman Jones. Phyllis McEssen, Jim Murtland, Dawn
Slater, Goss and Miss Uemura.
Singers, besides the regular cast,
are Mike Chang and Solomon Hill.
Fiske said tickets may be purchased at the door. No seats are
reserved.

CARDS TO SHUFFLE

Independents Present
ack of Hearts Ball
Cards will be shuffling tomorrow at the Jack of Hearts Ball in the
Cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Co-sponsors for the event are Independent Men’s Council and Independent Women’s Housing Council.
Music for the event will be furnished by the "Melody Masters"
plus vibes.
Bids are now on sale in the Library Quad for $1.50 a couple. Voting
for candidates nominated for the t tle of Jack of Hearts may be done
’either at the booth or at the
dance. Bids also will be on sale at
the dance.
Candidates and sponsors are
Tom McClelland, Elmyck, Duffy’s
and Chez Nous and Choral Manor;
Don Breitenbucher, Catholic Women’s Center; Jim Wittenberg, MarMore than 15 awards were pre- imur Hall. Raje Manor, Delphian
sented to outstanding members of Hall and "T" Hall; Rick Goss, Althe SJS AFROTC at the Presi- pha Chi Omega; Dick Johnston,
dent’s Review held on the ROTC Duchess Hall; and Bill Leach, gerry Hall and Wendy Glen.
drill field yesterday.
Each purchased bid is one vote.
Among those presenting awards
Diane Chamberlain and Mary
were SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist,
in whose honor the parade was Patterson are general chairmen
held, Dr. C. Grant Burton, execu- for the dance.
A variety of refreshments will
tive dean of the college, and Lt.
Col. Emery A. Cook, head of Air he available, said Dick Johnston,
IMC president.
Science.
Surprise entertainment also will
Cadet Major Robert Gifford was
awarded the Outstanding Air Sci- he featured. The event is a girlence III Cadet Ribbon for out- ask -boy, boy-ask -girl affair.
Dress is to be dressy sport.
standing leadership and campus
(Picture On Page 61
activities.

Darlene Haynes as "Blossom Scuttle" watches "Jolly Roger" Jon
Hazen panic when an old girl friend (with gun at right) trains
pistol on him for leaving her for a French girl friend.
Revelries toys, by J
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First Day Ballot Tally Tops
Last Spring’s Vote By 181

A whopping 1670 ballots
were cast yesterday in the
first day tally of ASB and
class election vote.:. reported
Chief Justice Dick Christiana
last night. The total is some
181 votes more than last

year’s first day ballot count of
1489.
Voting will continue today from
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at four central
campus locations.
Christiana said no ballots have
been counted as yet. He said his
election workers segregated votes
last night but counting will not
begin until after the polls close
this afternoon.

Ron Robinson, Bob Gifford, Rich
Hill and "dark horse" write-in
candidate Jerry Elliott, are student body presidential candidates.
Forty-one candidates are vying
for the student body and class offices. AWS positions also are being selected by female balloteers.
A two-part Student Council Constitution proposal concerning discrimination and a public opinion
poll of the two Senate financial
bills are other additions to be
voted on.
Booths have been set up in
the Outer Quad, between the
Men’s Gym and the ROTC barracks, by the Spartan Book

Store and in front of the Library.
The much discussed council discrimination plan, if passed, would
continue the current Student
Council policy of urging organizations to remove restrictive
clauses. In addition, new organizations with restrictive measures
will be refused campus recognition.
ChrLatlana warned students
to use the official election stamp
when marking their ballots.
With the preferential system of
voting, a first, second and third
choice can he made. Students
who vote all three choices for
the same candidate will have

Air Cadets
Get Honors

their second and third choices
voided, Christiana said.
Four thousand ballots have been
printed for the election. Christiana
added that a record number of students are expected to cast their
votes by this afternoon at 3 p.m
ASB candidates on the ballot in-

clude:

Vice president, Guy Gleason; reDeanne Bennett,
Becky Fudge and Ginny Nicolaus;
corresponding secretary, Corrine
Lobdell; treasurer, Marshall Ward;
male representative-at -large, Judson Clark and Dick Johnston; female representative -at -large, Ann
Byde; male and female junior justices, Roger Rearick, Sally Rees
Tirtv Sleeller

cording secretary,

Classes Dismissed
For Founders Day

RICH HILL

Guild Joins
Planes Sent to Panama MN Strike

UPI ROUNDUP

PANAMA CITY ICTPD U.S. Navy and Air Force planes were
Members of the San Jose Newsthrown into the fight yesterday to head off any further rebel landing paper Guild joined the 76 day old
more
that
two
reports
to
response
in
coast
Panama
attempts on the
The the,’v Mr
Herbert Mid
strike against the San Jose Nei-rrsitorian minister to Sacra- ship-loads of invaders were on the way from Cuba.
The State Department in Washington announced that the United curs’ and News At midnight.
l’’, :11PN college students, will
The editorial, advertising atoi
Peak nn -fleligion in Jazz" Sun- States has sent two specially-equipped Navy planes to help patrol the
business AM1)10yris soled 123 In
1lY night at 7:30 in the Christian waters of Panama.
irch Lounge. The United Cam- MICHIGAN BANKRUFT?
20 in favor of the move.
s Christian
The midnight strike began imLANSING, Mich (UPDMichigan had the first payless payday in
Fellowship is sport ring thr talk,
its 122-year history yesterday and more were loomingbut some un- mediately after expiration of the
o former professional rent. paid lawmakers insisted the dollar shortage was all a hoax.
Guild’s contract with publisher
Clan. believes Jazz is a medium
The state floundered in fiscal chaos, unable to meet even telephone Joseph R. Ridden
;Itch ;111"as Christians
Guild officials said they have not
to par- bills or travel expenses.
Pate spiritually and emotional GOP lawmakers, who went without their bi-monthly $171 cheek been able to reach agreement for a
In offering
worship and praise yesterday, claimed the all -Democratic administrative board cut off new contract after three weeks of
0 Gtid.
negotiation.
their pay partially out of spite.

:cool’ Clergy Talk

Onstage . . .

. . .

Chuck Mitchell goes blooey! as a mixture of Darlene Haynes "Yokahama Mama" floors him.
Mitchell plays a liquor inspector who takes a swig which sends him swinging in the arms of Jimn
Murtland, "Tomas," and John Aguiar as "Sack." All four will be seen tonight in Revelries’ opening
night production of Bill Leak’s "Jolly Roger."

BOB GIFFORD

RON ROBINSON

he dismissed from
Classes
10:30 to 11.30 a.m. Tuesday for
SJS’ first annual Founders Day
I ceremonies in the Inner Quad.
The Library and administrative
JInd departmental offices will close
for the hour-long program.
Ceremonies will be preceded by
an academic procession from the
1 Administration Bldg. Pres. John T.
Wahlquist will introduce Founders
Day speaker Dr. Clark Kerr, newly inaugurated president of UC.
Dr. Kerr’s subject will he "1970-80;
A Decade of Reckoning?"

No,. Movie,. bT.ohnightt Military Ball
night in Morris Dailey Auditormm. The next scheduled "Friday
Flicks" is May 13 when "Titanic," starring Barbara Stanwyck. will he shown.

Badminton
Deadline Set
Entry blanks may be obtained
before 5 p.m. Tuesday in WG7 for
the All -College Badminton Tournament May 12 to 14, from 7 to 10
p.m. in the Men’s Gym.
Fred Brooks, publicity chairman,
reports that tournament awards
and services have been doubled by
adding a novice division.

To Be Held
More than 200 couples are en petted to attend the 12th annual
Military Ball tonight at the Surf
jClub in San Francisco.
1 Air Force and Army cadets of
SJS detachments are sponsortrv:
the event. The dance begins at !4
p.m. and concludes at 1 am
MuSIc Wil he provided by Ray
Hackett and his orchestra.
Highlight of the affair will be
crowning of the Military Ball
Queen. The three finalists for the
honor are Judy Ashhrook. junior
fine arts major; Nancy mact,end,
freshman art major; and Pat Johnson, freshman general education
major.

You wear that -same
shirt to
the beach so much
it feels clammy, looks
green, and is The
home for several
interesting specimens
of marine life. Take
if frOrtl the tide
and change to a
shirt and trunk set
in many colors and

old sweat

ct.
j 6
j

tc

des;ins at R/A. 5.95
each, 11.90 A set.
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Iran Consul Visits

1111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111ifillifillnilitimilinit

The urge to fill the gap between an outmoded way of life
and the new technological age
underlies much of the strain in
the Middle East, believes Consul
General Majid Rahnema of Iran.

eartkpeople

The consul, who has been in
San Francisco four months, was
on campus yesterday visiting administrative officials and Iran- I
ian students.

IHM111111111111111110111101111111111111111Is JERRY NACHMAN11111111111111111111111
1’l:AI:s Alio that a 1ms-budget, low-pressore radio
IT WAS
show called "The $64 Question- tip-toed timidly out into the show
business spotlight, carrying in its psicket a thin billfold containing
a few dollars fin. correct answers,
I remember "The $64 Question" as being one of those programs
I heard while slung crosswise on top of my bed in a peculiar perpendicular position arms dangling doWIT over the edge, fingertips -brushing the floor.
Hundreds of hours were thus spent lavishly, listening to a tiny
brown and white cracker-1)ov wireless on in night stand as it
poured out delicious quiz shows spiked nith perallialitir, and nil
until my nighttime cup runneth over.
Those were the days when radio people gave the audience credit
for a little imagination of its own, instead of spelling everything
out on life-size screens to the tune of ’stereophonic this. CinemaScope
that here a \Varner Sound, there a Todd A-0, everywhere a 21 -inch."
Unfolded in Illy mmii is a yellowing radio log from. 1 949just a
glance back over the shoulder for many. but all era when the 1,one
Ranger looked like ne wanted hint to look and when quiz show cash
was secondary to quiz show characters. (Inc flip of our memory dial
in the unforgettable sound of this silver-coated voice:
t
"Twelve Silver dollars to the young lady for THIS one . . ." Then
an absurd question a red-faced pause - and the laughing, smiling
sound of the doctor’s voice was off on a gallop again:
"Minim AWWfuleeeee soreeee," he would whine, "BUT! a souvenir silver dollar for playing and a box of Marrrrirrrz barz -and too
tickets to next week’s performance here at . . ." Applause and then
another glittering voice: -I have a gentleman in the right downstairs.
doctor!"
BUT PROBABLY THE BEST ,mind-over-mvey game came crackling over the set every Sunday night at 8: "Is it animal, vegetable or George IYancovich, left, stands fast as Miss Ber- authenticated the 83 costumes as a special remineral?" "Is it a li ing American man?" "Are there more than one of neice Prisk, associate professor of drama, puts search project, looks on while Clark Mires holds
these?" "Is it my mother-in-law?" A homey panel of four sharpies the finishing touch on one of the costumes he will one of lyancoyich’s The Honorable Tchang) headplayed the easiest and slickest game of mental poker ever invented wear in -Lute Song,- Chinese play slated to open dresses.
and no money ever changed hands.
May 22 in College Theater. Carolyn Tippit, who
Ther were others, too. Howabout: "My name is Joel Kuppermatn.
1 am 16 years old and a senior at Abraham Lincoln High School."
This was Sunday at 12:30 p.m. when four cocky kids UMW out rattling their brains in public, while parents turned and glared at
West Coast School
me sprawled in the front room reading. "Little Iodine" instead of
Sequoia Session
pouring over a set of Encyclopedia Americanas after school.
So I’d listen to the qwiz kids, hiding in a corner until it was ore:
REGISTRATION
MAY 11
11,iy my spelling words.
and then crawl back upstair.
S 127 from 8 A .M.
I would like to be the first to
umentary study on the meaning
By MIKE JOHNSON
50c
art a movement to bring back
of the embellishments on Clil50e
Fine Arts Editor
nese dress, anal followed this up
:he old quiz shows. If this is the
FIFTY CENTS
"If actors only didn’t have
by designing most of the com1st sign of senility then yank out
This coupon worth 50st on the
feee," mourned costume designer
plex head dresses. which also
TV cord and plug in
purchase of any $2.98 St r
have grave significance to the
Berneice Prisk yesterday as she
Record in our store.
Chinese.
totaled the bill for "Lute Song"
Offer Limited
Miss Prisk has spent one
footwear: $100. This is a major
day in San Francisco’s
it’s
expense account whole
$800
itern
in
an
HOUSE OF HI-FI
Chinatown buying out shoe
specially provided for the seastores and yardage shops, and to
CY 7-7700
464 South 2nd
son’s final production.
date, has invested almost $800 in
"Lute Song." from the famous
costumes alone.
is
the
"Pi-Pa-Ki."
Chinese
play
8:15
:time
50e
50c
She continued. "Costumes for
tIs
next play in the current drama
many plays can be made over to
-.cries, and Miss Frisk, associate
soltill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r.
fit into almost any era, but we
professor of drama, had to see to
are wouicing here with a style
SEE and HEAR the Scott
it that -the 86 feet in the cast
that is almost unchangeable."
F.
McIntosh
!lave
But...
wear.
something
to
Newly Developed
She said it would take a lot of
Electrovoice
this is only one of her "Lute
Chinese plays to wear out 83 out
Speaker by James B. Rek-O-Kut
;one headaches.
fits of knee-length coats, matchGarrard
Miss Frisk also tackled the
Lansing
ing pants and two-foot ornaJ. Lansing
job of designing 83 separate cosSc’ 6 Sun
mented hats.
Bogen
tinnes
for
the
huge
cast,
and
has
Open ’til 8 3:
Oren 4i15
Halfway through the interGrommet
supervised the construction of
view, Miss Frisk unrolled the
Ills -se since the beginning of the
Eico Kits & Etc.
chart of costumes for acts and
spring semester.
characters (on 18 square feet
Student
Whole
classes
in
costume
deCH 8-1856
of paper), showing the imsign have devoted themselves to
= Cedar Tree Plaza
Winchester Rd. & Hedding
Discounts
mense size of the production.
’lute Song" costumes, and
7)11111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111III1111111111111,i1111111111r
She said a crew of five will comany of the cast are constructordinate costume changing during their own.
ing the play.
Miss Prisk said a main prob"The reason for so many coslem in designing costumes for
tumes," Miss Prick said, "is that
this play is that Chinese culture
the main character goes from
has made dress very important
wealth to poverty, is in and out
in designation of class standing
of a nunnery, and ends up in
and occupation. Each of the
clothing belonging to a princess.
elaborate costumes first had to
She needs five costumes for herbe conceived to befit its charself."
acter, then had to be checked
"Lute Song" opens three
Out with Chinese tradition.
This was such a fortnidable weeks from today, May 22, in
College Theater. Advance sale
task, that graduate drama major
tickets are available at the box
( aradyn Tiaott did a special doe office now. Student price is 50
cents, general admission is $1,

Rahnema said of Middle East
crisis that "much of it Is dramatized in the headlines." He said
joining of two modes of life, a
"revolution of rising expectations," naturally led to great
changes.
A former newspaper editor.
Rahnema has spent 15 years in
governmental service.
Rahnema said that in Russia,
the same thirst for knowledge is
d as here. One finds
people reading books on the subway, he said.
Questioned on Iranian schools,
Rahnema indicated that al-

though they are very
fii
absorb all of the
was
students.
Rahnema said that l’
cated students fare
well economically, as
.
who receive their
education
Iran.
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CREAMERY
The Student’s Hongout
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Really a must f
our deikious
milkshakes.
Fountain: Breakfast. I tundor ROW management)
7th Et E. Santa Clara

MUFFLER and SEAT
COVER SERVICE

The Honorable Tchang Gets Decked Out

8th & Santa Ciaro St
E

San Jose
Phone CY 4-75CS

Spartan Special

Costume Designer Wishes
’Actors Didn’t Have Feet’

’59 Style
Seat Covers

GLASS -PAC
MUFFLERS

Installed FREE

$6.95
S17.95

for most cars
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Drive’. Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
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2. with a unique inner filter Of ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL ...whtch has been definitely
proved to make the smoke of a cigarette
milder and smoother.

41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

THE REAL THING IN MILDNESS...
THE REAL THING IN FINE TOBACCO TASTE t
New Dual Filter Tareytons are fast becoming a big smoke on U.S.

campuses!
CYpress 4-9404
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
TELEVISION

Just take a look. You’ll see. And why are they so popular?

Just take a ptiff. You’ll see.
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HOTEL
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TAREYTON’S DUAL FILTER
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filter
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What’s in a Name?
Prom Upsets Classes

Friday, May 1, 19l19

Instructions fir commencement
were sent to June graduating senFive SJS students will attend round table discussion will high- iors this week. The notice obtainthe 13th annual World Affairs I light the convention. Representa- able in Adm102 outlines items
Conference this weekend at Audio-1 yes from Asia, Africa and Latin which should t* taken care of heare expected to attend.
fire graduation
mar, one on a scholarship from the, America
San Jose World Affairs Council,
I
Stan Stevens, Steve Jarvis, Jim i
Scuppettone, Alfonz Lengyel andl
Sam Wish, the scholarship delegate, will meet with policy -makers’
ANT:10N/ D CAMPAGNA JR
journalists and businessmen from
this area to discuss the problem,
Profes,.ional Pharmacists
of the nations of the world.

*dente APtig Co.

900 Scholarships
Offered Students
or Foreign Study

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

Spart,tfolo

Military Dance Time
Committee chairmen for tonight’s Military Ball make final preparations, as Lt. Col. Emery A. Cook keeps a watchful eye. Front
row (left to right), John Salamida, Larry Stahl and Joe Pimenfel.
Back row, Danny Van Cleave and Cook.

Public School Week
Honors Education

PATRONIZE

1

Sizzling

PIZZA
Spaghetti

Ravioli

Our

"Orders to
fake out"
Specialty

"The aroma from our (genuine
Italian Kitchen will really send you"

_,sa. Open
12

noon

to 3 a.m.

1

COLLEGE BOWL

354 E. Santa Clara
CY 7-9961

everybody’s headed
fr,

Luau To Feature
Hawaiian Decor
A Hawaiian atmosphere will
prevail in the Women’s Gym tomorrow at 6 p.m. at the annual
fund-raising luau of the Hui-0Kamaaina club.
The club’s members are SJS and
San -Jose City College students
from Hawaii.
A dinner of imported Hawaiian
food will be served by girls garbed
in muumuus. sarongs and other ,
authentic outfit s. Flowers imported from the Islands will decorate the gym.
Students anti friends of the club
may purchase tickets to the entertainment and the dance which will
follow the dinner, at the door
after 7 p.m. Admission is 25 cents.

JOLLY ROGER

OPENS TONIGHT

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

tailot
ediep

175 San Augustine
CY 4-5045

ROARING TWENTIES
This Friday Night

Students, Groups,
Fraternities
Can Enjoy Themselves
at

’LL..)TON CONTiLi

TRADER LEW’S
Make a date for a horse
drawn hayride in the foothills

WINNERS!

Bring your Flappers and
Straw
Independr-,
Fraterr:., and Scr- ’
ted.

En;oy snackbar, bar-b-gues,
campfires
Rent our roller rink for your
group or come single

Get Up a Group
and Come In!!

See our many thrill and
amusement rides, steam train,
and stage coach

PIANO and BANJO CC’.":’ JNITY SINGING

Ytaliatt Celle."

1 mi. south of County Fairgrounds
you sire the ferris wheel’

’Where

7-5560

0

00

Have a picnic and indoor or
outdoor dancing at our picnic grounds and social hall

CYpress

f

All the Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
You Can Eat!
For . . .

Starting at 6:00 P.M. Until 10:30 P.M.

Phone for re.ervations

Me pay 2’or 3 more per gallon?
Not when I can get
Super Shell!

Business Majors
Arrange Displays
Sixtcvn busdie,s tnajo:,-;
largely responsible for promotional
and contest displays which are
seen often in the Spartan Book
Store.
The students, members of the
Materials and Methods in Merohandising class taught by Dr. Alvin C. Beckett. are responsible for
the current display of prints.
Other displays that class members conceived and then created
included the Easter display of
stuffed animals and the Micropoisit
pen contest display.
Harry Winernth, store manager,
reported that this semester’s sale
of prints was three times greater
than usual and he added: "I attribute this to the fine exhibit set
up by these students.
In addition to working on specified promotional displays, the class
occasionally makes suggestions for
rearranging merchandise.
"By taking the class suggestion
and moving sun glasses from the
olothing section to the cash register a re a. an les immediately
tripled," Wineroth said.
GAMBLES
IGOMERY, Ala. (UPI)
Prison trusty Burt Gamble was
fined $100 when he confessed that
he borrowed the warden’s car "to
nut yirl fri,nri"

1..1,11111.1:

for

Open ’fil Midnight
Phone CYpress 3-7500

Among
the guest speakers’
scheduled to address the conference are Sen. John F. (Jack) Kennedy (D-Mass. ; Tom Mboya, gen- I
I’cal secretary of the Kenya Federation of Labor; II. E. M. A. C.
Chagla, Indian Ambassador to the
U.S.: M. Remain Gary, Fren:i,
c’ irisul general and author,
Paul G. Hoffman, director of
t.’ .N. Special Fund.

Theme of this year’s conference
is "The Challenge of Rising Ni.
dons . . . America’s Respons:
rieral sessions and inform

Jolly Roger

OUR ADVERTISERS

BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
Cu’ 2 0462 ItIth & Santa Clara

by Lb Chttro,

"Public’ schools and democracy go hand in band. As go our nation’s
schools, so goes the stability of our society." Dr. Vierling Kersey,
noted educator and 1959 state chairman of public schools, issued that
statement in observance of the 4 0th annual Public School Week iu
California.
This week hundreds of parents are visiting the public schools.
Theme for Public School Week is "Keep faith with our count, ..
Know and support the public
schools."
SIIE DOES ...?
"Schools will better rw-rwe our 1.
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -- Marchildren when parents visit, co- garet Folds Quick is in county jail
operate and become acquainted on a charge of public drunkenness.
with the teachers," Kersey said.
"To the degree personal freedom MISTAKE NO. 1?
of worship, work, thought and
SAN MARINO (UPI)The Respeech is important to the Ameri- public of San Marino, after
16 cencan society, to that same degree turies, granted its
women the right
our great public schools system is
to vote last night.
vital," he added,
lie continued by saying pubtake her to
lic schools must be dedicated to
the purpose of teaching respect
for a person for what he
before scheduling an appointment, achieves by himself, n.1 matter
stated Mrs. Dorothy Lanini.
from what social, economic or
tonight
racial station he may come.

OFFICE HOURS
Spartan Daily Advertizing Department
1:45 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
All phone cells regarding Display
Ads should be made between the above
hours. (NBPlace Classified Ads
at Room 16, Tower H11.1

111111

World Affairs Confab Commencement
Details Mailed
To Attract 5 SJSers

Planners of the May 22 combination Junior Prom and Senior Ball
have found themselves faced with a serious dilemma.
Shall the affair be dubbed the Junior-Senior Ball or the SeniorJunierriBnali?
Dug a
recent Progress report to the Student Council, representatives (turn the senior dance committee told of preparations for a
senior_-Junior Ball followed by a Junior class council’s report on Junior+Senior Hall progress.
The situation went unnoticed
until the affair’s bid and poster
conunittees began work.
In deciding to sponsor the dance,
both Junior and Senior Class offidaily voted on the proposal. JuniOr Class members agreed to sponF
Nine hundred Fulbright scholar. sor a Junior-Senior Class Ball,
ships for graduate study or pre- while seniors voted on a Seniordoctoral research in 27 different Junior dance.
Deanne Bennett, junior, and
countries are available for the
Base Cox, senior, co-chairmen
1960-61 academic year.
for
the Bali, report if a single
Applications for the awards are
availahle in Adm269. Applications dance decision k not reached,
seniors will probably attend
will be accepted until Nov. 1.
their Senior-Junior Ball and
General eligibility requireJuniors can call the May 22
meats for awards are: ’U.S. eltidance the Junior-Senior Ball.
zenship at time of application, a
In any ease, bids are now
bachelor’s degree or its equivalent. knowledge of the language sale in the Student Affairs 1311,
of the host country sufficient to ness Office. Official bids have n
carry. out the proposed study been printed as yet but studen)
project and to communicate with paying their $3 hid price will get
people of the country, and good receipt redeemable when bids a,
rive.
health.
Bid prices will be raised to $4
A good academic record and
demonstrated capacity of indepen- on May 15, Miss Bennett an dent study also are necessary. Ap_ flounced.
"Makaput. Lani," is theme of
plicants also will be required to
submit a plan of proposed study the first Junior Prom -Senior
Ball combination held In Sparthat can be carried out profitably
tan history.
within the year abroad.
San Francisco’s The Village will
The Fulbright scholarships
cover travel, tuition, books, and be the setting of the affair, to feamaintenance for one academic ture two orchestras of Dick Rein)ear. Countries participating in hart from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
Students interested in working
the program include:
Argentina. Australia, Austria, with dance publicity may contact
Belgium and Luxembourg, Brazil, Nan Baratini. publicity chairman,
Burma, Chile, China. Denmark, at CYpress 3-9633.
Ecuador. Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, India, Iran, May 29 Deadline
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New , Candid
f..rg eluation in
Zealand. Norway, Peru, Philip- January, 1960, are asked to* apply
pines, Spain, Turkey and the for graduation before May 29.
United Kingdom.
Major-minor sheets must be on file

BAKMAS
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Jolly Roger
ASB 75c
general $1.00

It’s the most powerful gasoline
your car can use!
Use "premium" grade gasoline..
Shell with TCP* will give you the
finest all-around performance possible.

you

Super

Super Shell gives you an octane rating
so high engine knock is no longer a problem
You’ll get extra mileage, too. For Super Shell
"power pack" of aviation fuel ingredients
converts automatically to extra miles per gallon.

c.3y5 love Shell

Switch to Super Shell with TCP. You can’t
,i1 why r it 111,r,
get a bt fiCt

Super Shell with TCP

A

%6,110

Start saving with Shelltoday!

Tomorrow’s Meet Pits Many Track Greats at 12 p.m.
Greek Tracksters
Vie in Stadium
For IFC Laurels
"Fhe A r.ii u
1111,r:1,iternity
Track Meet will be held Sunday
at Spartan Stadium. Trials for the
track and field events will be conducted at 10 am. Finals in all
field events will start at 1:30 p.m.
and finals for the track events
will be held at 2 pm.
Norm Friborg, IFC athletic
chairman. announcqd that any
member or pledge of a fraternity
is eligible provided he has not won
a varsity track letter at any four
year institution.
No fraternity may enter more
than three persons in any single
event. The entrant will have his
choice of competing in two field
events, one track event, and one
relay; or, two track events, one
field event, and one relay.
The events to be conducted are as
follows: broad jump, high jump, pole
vault, discus, shot put. baseball throw.
70 yard high hurdles, 160 yard low hurdles, 75 yard dash, 180 yard dash, 880
yard (eight man) relay, 352 yard dash,
660 yard run, 1352 yard run.

Neider, Babka, Tabori,
Robinson Will Appear

’Candle’ Flashes News
SAN

FRANCISCO iLpi - A
Sass Francisco radio station
plats
to erect a 92 -foot neon
"candle-,
that will flash the news if
Giants’
baseball victories from a hill
over.
looking the Bay Area,
Morton Wagner. manager
station KYA, said the candle of
rimy
be installed by May 7, when
the
Giants return from a long read
trip.

By GREGORY H. BROWN
Many old faces and several new ones will appear tomorrow at Spartan Stadium when San Jose State’s NC.A.1
contenders open their gates to All Comers" in a track
marathon slated for 12 p.:st. This 14 ill be the last home ap
pearanee for the Spartan varsity.
Tile old faces are Laszlo Tabori. mile champion of lion.
gamy: Bill Neider who has unofficially bettered Parry

O’Brien’s shot put mark; Rink.-aSPARTAN DAILY
Babka, former USC discus great;
Chuck Cobb, former Stanford hurdle wonder; and Ray Norton and
Bob Poynter. 9.3 and 9.4 sprinters.
New faces include Ancel Robinson, former record holder in the
Friday, May 1. 1959
possibly Don
220-low hurdles;
Bowden who holds the American Delaney has definitely decided
citizen’s record in the mile; Jack to pass up tomorrow’s race,"
Wilcox, former Fresno State dis- Winter added.
It was expected that a big three
tance star; and Herbie Turner,
battle would shape up if Delaney
quarter miler.
and Bowden were to enter against
Official confirmation on Bow. Tabori. All three have run under
den’s entrance in the Columbia the four minute mark.
mile run tomorrow has not been
Hot battles loom in all three
received and if Bowden does run sprint events. In the 100, Ray Nor"It will be a last minute deci- ton and Bob Poynter face freshsion" according to Spartan track man flash Willie "Whip" Williams
coach Lloyd Bud Winter. "Ron and Castle Air Force Base’s Adolph Plummer. The "Whip" has
breezed 9.6 and Plummer has a
Enjoy Springtime on a like’
best of 9.7. Tapes will be set up at
SEE
both the 100 and 200 meter marks.
Rapid Ray tied the world’s record
FOR
in the 100 meters in his last home
Top Quality at Competitive Prices
appearance (10.1
SCHWINN
RALEIGH STEYR
The 440-yard run could be the
Easy Terms
beat race of the day with Coe What W.
captain Kent Herkenrath, hob72 Se. Second
San Jose
bling on a swollen ankle. going
_
against AMU All-Stars’ Herble
Turner (48.0) and freshman record holder Tim "Tam" Curtis
ITS GORDONS
(48.21. Along with Herkenrath
for
(48.5). Charles McNiff and Bb
Myer; of the MS varsity squad
TENNIS SUPPLIES
will join the chase.
The hurdles will pit two of the
RACKETS RESTRUNG AND REPAIRED
hest in the business when Ancel
Trade in your old racket on a new one.
Robinson (AAU All Stars) and
3 for $1
Good used tournament balls
, Chuck Cobb (Olympic Club) lock
spikes. In the highs, both men
GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
have been in the low 19’s with
, Robinson’s all-time best a 13.6
’wee, 3rd and 4th CY 3-0503
San Fernando
year. Cobb, a former Stanford Indian, has recorded a 13.9 for his
best effort.
These two tangle again in the
220 low’s along with Mickey Machamer, SJS ineligible. Robinson
was the world’s ,former record
, holder in this event.
, The long awaited duel between
A column of incidental intelligence
the varsity and freshman squads
by Jockey brand
In the mile relay will assume realistic proportions. The varsity has
la best of 3:15.5 and the freshmen,
, school record holders, recently ran
"LOVE IS BLIND"
the distance in 3:15.8. The intert IN ilI
’,
the
Shake.
Bible,
to
Next
Is.:’---- ,_
collegiate record for freshmen in
speore is the richest source of
."’’
the mile is 3:19.4 set by Texas U
common quotes. He’s responic,...last year.
sible for this one, too. See his
Along with Tabori and posr
"Merchant of Venice," Act It,
sibly Bowden In the mile will be
Scene 6:
"But one is blind, and lovWes Bond. school record holder
ers cannot see
in the event and freshman BM
The petty follies that them.
Morgan (4:27.3) and Bill Daft
selves commit."
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Injuries Hurt SJS
Several names sell be missing
from tomorrow’s official entry list
as the Spartan track team has
been beset with a rash of injuries
this year.
Out with injuries are Dick
Socks sprinter; Mac Burton
broadjumper; Carl Maloney, distance man; and several of the
freshman athletes.
Since the Stanford meet at the
first of the season, the Spartans
have yet to field an entire team
for a meet
Coach Bud Winter: as a cautionary measure, is expected to
give his athletes flu shots prior
to next year’s competition.

Lloyd "bud" Winter, San Jose
Ivarsity track coach will be honored tomorrow night at an Appreciation Banquet in the Exposition
Bldg. at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
i Friends of the coach and Spar, tan Alumni are sponsoring the
event with tickets selling for $2.50.
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"PUT IT IN YOUR PIPE"
No, Sir Walter Raleigh didn’t
originate this smokt..r’s 0.01lenge. It was R. H. Barham, in
The Lay of St. Odille".
"For this you’ve my word,
and 1 never yet broke it,
So put that in your ppe,
My Lord Otto, and smoke

i ,.4,1,110
-"Pao
ea,

Jockey

1 -Shirts

01.10

The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey
brand. It stands to reason, then, that Jockey brand T-shirts
are unmatched for quality as well as styling. You can choose
from standard T-shirt, "taper-tee" shirt, sleeveless I’shirt, and
V-neck T-shirt models. Every man ’needs a drawer full of
T-shirtsand the label to look for is Jockey brand. Let it
guide you to the world’s finest underwear.
44.074.7........1
fashioned by the house of

PttJ.
,. ;
.e.

.

1

Lightweight all cottons
from 23.50.
Lightweight all wools
Baby Cords
Suits or Coats in Blue or
Brown

Straw Hats

Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
many styles to choose from:
Pop-over or Full Button Front
in Tab or Button Down Collar

Sennit Sailors and others from 5.95
feel free to browse

mosher s for men
50 So. Fourth Street

son jose slate’s traditional shop

9

HITCHHIKER
English: FLYING

English: FAT VEGETABLE

4V?
,
v., "4-,
Tf9r,

Thinklish, CURFUME
MANLT 555 LI,

inAss ylATE TEACHER’.

ThInklish. THUMBINGBIRO
tow.

U.
!ARCOLA, MARTLAPTD

Thinklish:
DAY4IT

1

ii

far out, they wear space helmets. They
never ask, "How High the Moon?" They
know. When there were seven of them,
they were a heptet. But since they’ve
added a man, simple arithmetic makes
them a rocktet! Naturally, when they take
ten, they take Luckies. Like anyone else
(square, round or what-have-you), they
know all about the honest taste of fine
tobacco. Consensus: Ilipsville!

MT

with one of these B.V.D.4
short sleeve dress shirts.
tUCKT

Here’s your winning
bet for those hot
summer days.
Yes, you’ll be
degrees cooler
in one of those
B.V.D. weightless wonders.

/40

NANNITT. LI

English: HIP SINGING GROUP
Thin/dish translation: These guys are so

PLUMPKIN
OF NI.
MEXICO

English: ORIENTAL

AMBULANCE

Thinklisb: SICKSHAW
0110155D 0ARRIS011.
TOE CITADEL

HOW TO MAKE *2 5
Take a wordgarbage, for example. With it, you can make the contents of
an auto junk yard icarbage), Hollywood refuse (starbagei. incinerator dust
(charbage) or glass-factory rejects ( jarbage). That’s Thinklishand it’s that
easy! We’re paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged bestyour check is
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, university and class.

While they last
Only $2.99

Get the genuine article

Color: White on wt

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

.9t
CIGARETTES

ej,.i.:4, A:_.

Sport Coats

-

English CANINE COLOGNE

Field events will feature record.
shooting Rink Babka in the discus
and Bill Neider in the shot. Babka
will be shooting for Fortune Gordien’s 194-6 record set in 1953.
Neider, who fell short of his record try at the Mt. SAC relays
finishing behind Dallas Long of
CSC, will be shooting for Parry
O’Brien’s 63-2 mark.
In the high jump the local’s Errol Williams will be opposed hy his
two perennial competitors. Hems
Wyatt and Berth l Holmgren representing Santa Clara Youth Center. Williams, jumping 6-5’i ’at
, Pomona last week, is the school
record holder at 6-9 3.8. Both he
and Wyatt have cleared this mark.

inns Iiin 4h,

The banquet will honor a man who
has been dubbed by many "one of
the nation’s best."
The award comes on the brink
of one of Winter’s most successful
seasons as the Spartans’ head cinder c.,oach. His present squad, undefeated in dual meet competition
Is one of the top choices for NCAA honors this year.

Dacron & cottons from :9.95
Dacron & Viscose from 49.50
Dacron & Wools from 59.50

iNKLISH

(s:28.3)

)

Lightweight Suits

new arrivals in ...

Jolly Roger
may I , 2, 7, 8,

ita
at

Alumni, Friends To Honor Winter

in town

shil 4

--)

fiv

Willie "Whip" Williams, Captain Mike O’Kane, Jim Flemons and Tim "Tam" Curtis (left to right).
The freshman relay team has the fastest time in the United States this year, 315.8. This quartet
will attempt to better the existing freshman intercollegiate mark of 3:14.4 tomorrow as they duel
with the varsity mile relay squad.

WHO SAID IT FIRST?

SEPT.

Spartafoto

Their Work Is Cut Out

DESIMONE’S

"THIRTY DAYS RATH
SEPTEMBER," ETC.
No need to recite further from
this bit of doggerel which has
served us all as a pony ever
since grade school. For this
universal handy reference we
are indebted to a man named
Richard Grafton who was nice
enough to compose the rhyme
way back in 1570.
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By Harvey Johnson ... Sports Editor
siscE THE INcErrsoN of the West Coast Relays at Fresno 32
years ago, re( ords in every running event have succumbed to the fleetrooted thinclads. The only event which has escaped the harriers has
been the two-mile event.
The Relays hold numerous firsts as a track and field event. It was
relay carnival held west of the Rockies, the first in the
the first major
nation to be held outdoors at night and the first anywhere at which
gold watches were awarded to first place winners.
Ratcliffe Stadium. the home of the WCR was named for a history professor. Emory Ratcliffe, who also coached the first football
team at Fresno State College. Ratcliffe is still active on the WCR
Games Committee.
Fse TRACK COACH J. Flint Harmer might well qualify as a public relations person for the San Joaquin Valley. In response to inquiries
about construction of Ratcliffe Stadium track, he state’s the track’s
"secret formula" is merely four inches of San Joaquin Valley clay on a
firm base and a warm, dry, Central California climate, without which.
!fanner states "the other elements are worthless."
Of all the competitors who have made WRC history, probably none
is remembered in an odder capacity than Barney Willis, former USC
sprinter. In 1939 Willis was literally caught with his pants down when
the 880 relay started just as he wag removing his sweat suit. He ran
the anchor leg for the Trojans holding his pants up in one hand and
the baton in the other.
Willis breasted the tape, the winner, just as the sweat pants slipped
from his grasp and fell to the ground.
LAST YEAR SAN JOSE STATE had its moment of glory when
Ray Norton, rewrite man for San Jose State track records, was clocked
at :9.4 in the century. Norton defeated Oklahoma star Dee Givens,
who had twice defeated Abilene Christian star Bill Woodhouse), Willie
White ad Mike Agostini, the Trinidad Terror from FSC.
Rapid Ray ran a remarkable :19.7 in his leg of the half-mile relay
when the SJS team finished third behind the winner Occidental.
In the 440-relay Norton was the anchor Man when he took the
baton three yards behind the leader Agostini. Norton passed the Fresno
sprinter as Spartans surged to a team victory.
Other members of use relay squad were Kent Herkenrath, Bob
Brooks and Garfield Finley.
Phenomena continued in the relays when Mel Patton of USC set
the world’s 100 yard mark at 9.3 in 1948.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

Shag, SLATE

"GIDGIT"
Sandra
s Darren
and

"THE TRAP"
Pichard W

MINFRIR
C Y

3 - 8 4 0 5

_is TH. t.

E

SANTA CLARA

BOTH IN COLOR
FOR 75c

"HANGING
TREE"

Cobbs

141Fit
ectirt....a. of Also& & Almaden.

"RALLY AROUND
THE FLAG, BOYS"
Jul Newman, Joan Woodward
8:26
and

"HOUSE ON
HAUNTED HILL"
Vincent

plus

Price

TOWNE

PERISCOPE"
"UP

"INSPECTOR
MIAGRET"
JEAN GABIN
(in French)

NOW PLAYING AT.

DEBBIE REYNOLDS
TONY RANDAL L

LAY

"MATING GAME"
CinemaScope and Technicolor

CY.4-5544

"I Want To Live"

also

E.,’,on Huy ,ard

MICKEY ROONEY

"ANDY HARDY
"COMES HOME"

plus

"Defiant Ones"
T-

Carts - Sidney Pc-r’e’

The new Arrow FREE-WAY
puts "action" in a shirt ...
ere’s a knitted shirt just made for
active sports (and lounging around,
as well). The feather-light, meshknit fabric is bias-cut for perfect
freedom in any position.,The back,
cut longer than the front,, lets the
collar fit your neck just right. In
a variety of shades to match or
coordinate with your summer

sportswear. $4.00.

ap-ARROW-first in fashion

WAA Tennis Team
In Modesto Match

Santa Clara Br.
added in.
suit to injury last night as they
scored a resounding 17-3 victory
over San Jose State in a game
played at Washington Park.
Righthander Jon Holmquist was
the losing pitcher after being relieved in the fourth by Larry Williams and Bill Leach in the ninth.
Hitters for San Jose were Jim
Long and Emmett Lee with two
hits each.

asses Meet
Plan Dances,
Flicks, Auction

a

FRESHMAN CLASS
Members of the Freshman Class
yesterday heard speeches from
candidates running for next semester’s class offices. Plans for
the near future include a snow
cone sale, Frosh-Soph Mixer, and
the Freshman Class auction. The
class meets every Monday at 3:30
p.m. in CH227.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
The most important business
discussed by the Sophomore Class
yesterday was the election. Candidates were present at the meeting.
1The meetings are held each Monday at 3:30 p.m. in S142.
JUNIOR CLASS
Juniors concerned themselves
with the selection of bids for the
Junior-Senior Ball. ’May 22 at the
Village in San Francisco. A discussion of films for the Senior
Flicks for next semester also followed. The class.meets in J3 every
Monday.
SENIOR CLASS
,
At the Senior Class meeting.
plans fur tbe ball were discussed,
as well as the planning of other
Senior Class activities.

ROLLER
SKATING
Every night but Monday, 8 p.m.
LATE SKATE Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m. to
midnight
Low Party rates.

SKATE ARENA
1525 ALMADPJ ROAD
,sile Ha..:
CYpress 2-2411

Ryan Gets Hill Nod

Frealunan righthander Gary
Ryan was coach Warren Fraleigh’s
eh.)iee as his starting pitcher in
today’s game against San Benito
Eight SJS women tennis players J
The game will be played on the
will participate in the annual Modesto JC Tennis Tournament to- varsity’s practice diamond, at 3
p.m.
day and tomorrow at Modesto.
WAA is sending two doubles
teams and two singles teams.
Natalie Goldblatt-Nancy
and Catherine Edinondsore(
anna Singer are doubles 1,
Mary Jo Fannin, Gall Prentiss,
Sarah lialowell and Juliann
tag will play singles.
-r--

England’s Finest

THE RALEIGH
Bicycles
Come

PATRONIZE

in

for

a

sample ride.

PAUL’S CYCLES

OUR ADVERTISERS

Brous Drub
San Jose Nine

An extraordinary study
in crime by the world’s
master of Psychological
Suspense.

THE STUDIO

1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Washington
100 260 001-9 17 1
Detroit
000 100 000-1 6 I
Fischer (24) and Porter; Foyteck,
Morgan (6), Since (6), Burnside (9)
and Urbino.. LPFoyfack (0-3). HRs
auchin. Yost.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
San Francisco at Pittsburgh (night)
rained out.
St. Louis 0, Milwaukee 1 (night).
Los Angeles
001 000 410-6 7 0
Philadelphia
002 100 010--4 8 4
Hostas, Klippstein (3), Labin (7)
and Roseboro; Semproch, Myer (7). Farroll (9), Fowler 9) and Thomas. FIR
Snider.
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 3 (night).
New York 3, Chicago 4 (II innings)
(night).
Only games scheduled.

SPARTA.. 10...141

1435

The

AlamedaCY

3-9766

DANCING
Every Fri. & Sat. Eves.
featuring

"TOP HITS TRIO"

--Spa,a1o.c by J P

Football Fingertip Ballet
A full scale scrimmage is on tap for tomorrow morning as the
varsity gridders pull out all the stops when the Blues meet the
Whites. Line Coach Marty Feldman will guide the Whites, with
Backfield Coach Gene Menges handling the Blues. Regular PCC
officials will handle the game.

Gridders in Heavy
Workout Tomorrow

CUP 44,4t
246 WEST SANTA CLARA ST.

PRESENTING the finest in . . .’Away
From Home Living’

101 MOTEL

Varsity grid coach Bob Titchenal announced tomorrow
mornings scrimmage session will be played under gametype situation. The drills are scheduled to get underway at
10 a.m. at Spartan Stadium with officials from the Pacific
Coast Conference handling die officiating.
Line coach Marty Feldman will handle the Whites, with
backfield coach Gene Menges guiding the Blues.
"We’re definitely ahead of last+
i n g sessions," sai,,
year’s s
Titchenal in praising his gridderon their rapid improvement.
Only minor Injuries plague the
Spartan ramp. End Jim Castile is
still bothered by a hip injuo
which may keep him out ot tomorrow’s scrum. Paul Millarke
Is bothered with a knee injury.
The Injury will also keep him
out of tomorrow’s game. End
Oscar Donahue has been suffering from a hip injury but the
flashy end is expected to see
action tomorrow.
Big Clarion Appledoorn has imduring this
pressed Titchenal
week’s drills. If the husky end Carl
fight the injury jinx this season
Titch feels the big redhead is in
for a banner season.
Movies of the scrimmage will be
taken. Titchenal stated the movies
taken last week greatly enabled
the coaching staff in reviewing the
drills. The films will be shown to
the gridders at the beginning of
next week to iron out the mistakes. They will also be used for
demonstration purposes in the fall
Mien the football season opens
,arly in September.
Probable starting

lineups

Mayne, Dit? zler
In Tonight’s
Net Exhibition;
Cliff Mayne and Hugh Ditzler,
the nation’s fifth ranked doubles
team, have been added to the roster of Friday night’s tennis exhibition. The pair will be opposed by
Whitney Reed and Alex Olmedo
in the second match of the evening.
San Jose tennis fans should enjoy the clever movements of
Mayne and Ditzler. They are former NCAA doubles champions and
are currently the Calif. State and
Pacific Coast finalists.
The feature match of the evening, Reed vs. Olmedo, should be
a natural.
The pair have met four times,
all within the past year, Reed
copped matches from Olmeda at
Perth Amboy, N.J.. and at Palm
Springs while Olmedo prevailed at
Merlon and at Los Angeles.

They II be truely grateful when you
tell them of the fine "away from
horn* living" available at the 101
MOTEL 101 MOTEL features1. Near the College.
2. Finis restaurants nearby.
3. 21 modern units with TV.
4. Credit cards honored.
5. Reasonable rates.

101 MOTEL ’787S. Fircsyt pSrte.

S.)

There Is No Substitute For
EXPERIENCE!
I. Rally Committee Chairman
2. Commander of AFROTC at S.J S
3. Orientation Committee
4. Athletic Special Events Committee
5. HalfTime Activities Committee
6. Freshman Camp; Spartan Camp
Counselors
7. Frosh, Soph, Junior Class Councils
8. Rally Committee Representative
9, Spartan Shields
10. Student Council

Elect

Ii, Sub-Committee Chairman’s Council

BOBASBGIFFORD
President
(Paid Advertisement)

are:

WHITES: Appledoorn and Paul
Lorentzen, ends; Chuck Ennis and
Bill Bowman, tackles; Roy Harrah
and Dick Miley, guards; Les Atteberry, center;’ Mike Jones. quarter hack: Bob Bach, right half; Kent
Rockholt, fullback; Chuck Yeyna
flanker. ,
BLUES: Dan Colchico and Ron
Watson, ends; Ken MeNeece nti.!
Leon Donahue, tackles: Ron Jon,
and Howard Poyer, guards; Her!
Yamasaki, center; Ray Podest..
quarterback; Oneal Cuterry, rigly
half: Joe Paris, fullback; Dust’
HUrlburt, flanker.

’Mural Softball
Sigma Chi won its second gatne
of the season yesterday. a 12-6 de
cision over Phi Sigma Kappa,
the strength of Jack Wilson’s fin
pitching. Other scores:
Theta Chi 1, Delta Sigma Phi I

FRED and TONY
ARE BACK
Specializing in Regular and
Flat Top Haircuts

Open Monday thru
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Saturday

Half block from campus
No waiting
FRED’S BARBER SHOP
135 E. Son Carlos

CS 3.4166

OVERHAUL
SPECIALS

CLOSED IN TEXAS
Li
NEW YORK (UPI
-Adams writes in his new
,athe
ksa
l
A
"
k
o
o
b
Big Land," that
"You hardly step off the plan.
before you hear the current deli
nition of Claustrophobia an Md,
kan in Texas"

Jolly Roger
berths at
morris dailey

s ts U3. 5.6. 515031

Auto Trans. $35 and up
al) makes
Valve Jobs

$15 and up

Special Rates
For Students
with A.S.B. Cards

FRED & JOHN’S
GARAGE
1557 s. I if St.
CV 5-6559

The fine
on their
spectacular performances.
Congratulations to
Spartan tennis team

Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Steaks and

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

Prime Ribs

1401 SO. FIRST at ALMA

RSPARTAN

Friday, May 1, 1959

DAILY

tra-

Greekdom’s Weekend
Includes Parties, Picnics

ainininE 130Udil

A king-sized joint beach exKAPPA GAMMA
The SJS chapter received the
change last Sunday marked the
calendars of Alpha Phi sorority only award given at the Kappa
and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity Province Convention last weekend
chapters at SJS and University at Arizona State, Tempe.
Award was for general chapter
of California.
excellence. SJS delegates were
CHI OMEGA
Mary Ellen O’Keefe and Marilee
This Sunday Chi Os will give May.
their annual Knight’s Picnic, him- LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
oring men chosen by the sorority
The brothers will have their
for outstanding service. Picnic will Crescent Girl Formal tomorrow
be at Adobe Creek Lodge.
night at the Golden Doors in Los
Gatos.
Dli!LTA GAMMA
Finalists for the title are Sally
This weekend is for the parents
on the DG calendar. Tonight is Ellis, Alpha Phi; Anne Dowrick,
the Father-Daughter banquet at Chi Omega; Sue Gaylord, Kappa
the Berry Farm. Tomorrow, a Kappa Gamma; Beverly Hoffdahl,
luncheon and fashion show is sche- Kappa Alpha Theta; Bonnie Mcduled at the chapter house. Sun- Auley. Pi Kappa Alpha; and Susan McGregor, Gamma Phi Beta,
day brunch will close activities.
Anchor Man candidates and PI KAPPA ALPHA
their fraternities are Chuck BruThe brothers will crown their
derer. Delta Sigma Phi; Vic Corl. queen tomorrow night at the FirePi Kappa Alpha; Dee Craig, man’s Ball, at Riverside Country
Lambda Chi Alpha; Don Dunton, Club. Finalists are Helen Barker,
Alpha Tau Omega; Chris Dutsch, I Pat Brun o, Linda Lavoi, Sue
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Ron Gouger. Schwartz and Irene Taylor.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Joe Moya, SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Nu; Bill Savage, Theta Chi:
New pledges are Jan Herr. BarJerry Simms, Sigma Chi; Donn bara Hodge, Connie Russell and
Sipes. Phi Sigma Kappa; Marsh Arlene Werner,
Ward, Delta Upsilon; and Don
Weber, Kappa Alpha.
CALLING DR. SCHOLL
ST. LOUIS tUPDA zoo offiGAMMA PHI BETA
Spring Pledge Dance will be cial reported that a female stork
tonight in the Terrace Room, Lake, who arrived by plane from Africa
I is suffering from a bunion.
Merritt Hotel in Oakland.
BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY

opening tonight

Breakras+ and Lunch
SPARTAN SPECIAL

Jolly Roger

Steak & Eggs
95c
Fountain open 7 days a week
Corner

6-30 to 3
of 9TH & WILLIAMS,

A & M Auto Repair
general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rates
456 E. San Salvador
CY 5-4247

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
ADULTS $1 .50
Under 12$I.25
Daily 8-7
Sunday 8-12
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA

JOE’S

I CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Qualify Work
for Lower Prices

CHEVRON SERVICE
Motor Tuneups
Lube Jobs
300 S. 24th Sf.
Brake Service
CY 7.1661
Special Rates With Student Cards

3.kr Laund-y SnYce
I -Day Ciearinq Sa-vIo

402 S. 3rd

KBM

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
RENT A

96 E. San Fernando

EUROPE

and optical prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St.

Latest styled glasses

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35e bucket with ASB Card

S. 10th & Tully Road

Choice Indian Motorcycle. See at
2nd Street.
Royal Typewriter 535. Pink foswe

Now accepting res for fall sem. 2-1-dapt5. suitable for 4. $160 mo. Co
7-2192 or apply Mgr., apt, no. I 5
S. 7th St.
Accepting res. for summer, June
Sept IS. 2-bdrm. apts. $100 r.

S Mehl. for 4 persons. CY 7-1
No, I. 671 S. 7th,
New Deluxe 2-bdrrn -

3

57 Olds
;4-’4 S

OH z2;

FOR SALE

c.d. CY 4:-,

WANTED

Answer-5349 fer U.S. War
"t U N aid Why?
Agualung.
Larry- after 5.

CY

2-6362

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c

COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER

C

"U-52

College manSooh or Jr s 5 Car, Must be
.e’..< 5,18 60’1
-L 8 5,20 day or ’lite.

WORK WANTED

o school child ael 6,4
CY 4.80’6

-

Methodism’s Ministry
FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.
Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP
9:30 a.m. "The Bond That Releases"
Reverend Farr, Minister
11:00 a.m. "The Bond That Releases"
JOYCE WELEY FARR, DD, Minister
MAURICE I. CHEEK, Assoc. Minister

Arnold

MISCELLANEOUS

Open 24 hrs.

Ir
eclitio

St. PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH
TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

a.m. College Church School Coss
MORNING WORSHIP
I I :00 a.m. "The Living Churck
7:1S p.m. Vesper Service
Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visitation

9:30

opene
house
Daile
knoch
En:
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cast
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sun=
runes
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an ri
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light

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
.....
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
........

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

VOL.

p,
11

THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNiNG WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands
Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
1:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psychology
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio
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CARLISLE, Eng. (UPI) Mrs.
Ellen Burrows, 78, boarded a train
to say goodby to her brother and
traveled 600 miles before she got
j home again.
’’I couldn’t get off because of
’ people jamming the corridors,"
-he said.

9 ern. to. S

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT

1

LONG GOODBY

E’-ery Thu,sole

171 South 3rd

Part time work, $52.85
per week for colege men
20-30 with car and phone.
Apply at 3392 El Camino,
Palo Alto, Fri. May 1, at
9 p.m., Mr. Scott.

\\,’,LA President Gerry Petersen,
Paulette McDonell, vice presii-nt, will represent SJS at the
ildy Area Planning Meeting tomorrow at Mills College, Oakland.
Representatives from Bay Area
colleges will plan coming sports
days and other athletic meets. A
dinner will follow the discussion.

wesw<1.
iroJc CV :"

’411 Kf. R&M, tin.
GIRLS: Dress better for less.
S 7"
cv
- . -no
’39 64’4,4t
$1.$12, Thrift
S’
55 Mere. Meet. ------------..7.- A --- a Daily 10.4. Sm
w:il eot be responsible i-r demo’46 Chg.. a--: - r- - evertor" of et,l-sn

ALCOA IS
Interviewing For

Two WAA Officers
To Attend Confab

Ba-cata E

..

average attendance has
been 20
26 women representing
10-12 liv
ing groups."
Future plans include service
jects and exchanges between pro.
’
dependent living groups.

cussion at 7.

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

Cheerful and rich bos41 fo at
44 S 19,4,

New 2-bdrex. apt

5’1 14,1D CI S
6-44n. Ms* as 340 S. Ith

COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHY COVERAGE
IN ATTRACTIVE WEDDING ALBUMS
BRIDAL CONSULTATION AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

"STUDENT SPECIALS"

"811" 2-dr. sedan.
,,t5. RE 9-6599.

Society. Lecture by N. L. Taliaferro of
U.C.
TRI C. beach party at Glen Eagle
Dairy, eight miles past Half Moon Bay,
! to 9 p.m. Volleyball, baseball, swimng, sunning and campfire program.
Food 50 cents. Call CY 5-0599 for fur+her.
information.

I

Richard Turnilty, curate of Church of
the Ascention. Vallejo, will lead a discussion on "Liturgical Music." 92 S.
5th St., illustrated. Supper, 6 p.m.; dis-

roe 6.16.-

55 HealeyetItas. A

nrk:1 to well ca.res ,-;
rLS. heved c4Furn.

The finest in quality

41 East San Antonio St.

SPARTAN ORIOCCI, annual semi-for-

mai: "Black Champagne," Surf Club,
San Francisco. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Bids
mey be bought at the door.
SAN JOSE GEOLOGY CLUB, week.
end field trip in San Jose-Gilroy area,
conducted by Sacramento Geological

One women’s gruup v.hich has
really come to the fore in Spartan news is the newly organized
Independent Women’s Housing
Council.
This group formerly was Independent Housing Council, under
control of Associated Women Students. Last fall the council became a separate organization.
"We added ’women’s’ to II.,
title," quipped President Linda I
cas, "after a male student ,it tended one of our meetings."
She added that the new independent women’s group has be.’::
more successful this year than at
any previous time.
"Last year five to six coeds representing three houses attended
most of the meetings. This year,

SUNDAY
ENCOUNTER. the Rey, Mr. Herb
Moise, former an performer to speak
on "Jan and Christianty,- First Chris.
time, Church. 7:30 p.m.
CANTERBURY ASSN., 16 Rev, Mr.

$5. CH 8-6281. ca:1 arra’ t

58 VW Sun. Rf. E.nni.

4

INORCOM’S1
HOUSE of NOVELTIES

425

5

SUMMER RATES Fury, stad:., I a--)
bdrm. apts. ve.w carpet, built in arc

for fall sem. Les K -; .

Doy card
Sunday,
May 10

CY 7-2867

for your wedding ...

CLASSIFIEDS

New bdi, Make resee.n;--s new ;summer rates. Wec.--’.-

Sparta guide

We specialise in flat tops’
A!I Haircuts $1.25
Open Until 6
316 S. 5th St.

Golf Driving Range

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

FOR RENT

No Jokers Here

COMiti Sit( di

Sahara Oil Co.

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
2k line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16. Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

Ever heard of woman’s perserverance? Of the little woman who
nags, begs, cajoles and waits until she finally gets what she
wants? Often it is amazing what
she will put up with until she
reaches her goal.
We have an outstanding example of collective women’s perserverance right here at SJS--the
case of the sisters of Delta Zeta and their new
house.
Spartafoto by Dan Bauer
Last fall the
sisters had planned to move into ’
Pictured making final decoration plans for tomorrow night’s Jack
a new house on
of Hearts Ball are (left to right) Donna Smith, Mary Patterson,
11th street. This
general chairman; Wendy Cotton, Skip Minchin, Linda Lucas,
"architect’s
Diane Chamberlain, general chairman; and Marilyn Dematteis.
dream" was to be
Highlight of the event will be crowning of the Jack of Hearts
complete with plate glass wIndox%,and modern style. The DZs e%o:. roes:ef arDr,A740:030:4:420:03.’ ..030:0=1:00iCe
sold their 10th street house.
* * *
Spada,’ ornaitce
But dreams and reality, are often
two different things. The neon
raid HILLMAN. Phi Sigma Kap- lo Pam KENNY, doctor’s recephouse was not ready by fall. But,
the sisters were undaunted. Sure- pa, to Sandy ARNOLD, Gamma tionist in San Jose. Couple plan
ly, the house would be ready for Phi Beta . . . Frank VELOZ, Sig- marriage in 1960 . . . Dave WESma Phi Epsilon, to Elaine LAR- SELL, Sigma Nu, senior marketspring.
ing major from San Carlos, to
Assuming this, they cheerfully SON. Kappa Delta.
Nancy BARBER, United Air Lines
settled for an elderly frame house ENGAGEMENTS
wedon 12th St. and cheerfully sat on
Rick BUXTON, senior public re- stewardess from Oakland. No
the floor for Monday night chap- lations major from Pittsburg, to ding date has been set . . . Ron
ter dinner.
Darlene BLUEBAUGH, reception- WOODBECK, Navy fire control
to
ist at Pisano Bros. Construction technician from Sunnyvale,
* * *
elemenjunior
DANFORTH,
Jane
Wedding
plans
Then came the blowthe new Co., Santa Clara.
tary education major from Sunresidence was not to be ready for are indefinite, .. Dick EASTHAM, nyvale. Couple plan to wed this
spring semester opening. True to Phi Delta Theta. University of September . . . Steve WOOLLEY,
their woman’s virtue of perser- Washington Dental School, to sophomore education administraverance, they cheerfully continued Mary Lu ODEGARD. Delta Gam- tion major at Long Beach City
to sit on the floor for Monday ma. SJS spring transfer to Wash- College, to Lynne FREDRICKington State College. Couple plan
night dinners.
a summer wedding ... Fred KEM- SON, Delta Gamma, junior eleAt last, as often happens to , PER, Theta Xi, now stationed at mentary education major from
those who perservere. their ef- ; Ford Ord, to Sylvia STAUB, Sig- Long Beach. Couple have set a
forts will be rewarded. DZs fin- ma Kappa, senior kindergarten- September wedding date
ally will move into the new house primary education
major from
May 10, according to housemother Sunnyvale. The two plan a wedMrs Rachel Cavell.
ding in September,... Jon LOWE,
junior aeronautics major from San
. . . YOUR EYES CAN ONLY Tose. to Susan JUVET, Sigma
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR Kappa. sophomore French major. TODAY
RUSSIAN CLUB, meeting, CH236,
GLASSES . . DON’T LOOK No altar date has been set . . . 3:30 p.m.
Paul
SAINDON,
junior
civil
engiOMEGA PI, barbecue and potluck
PI
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!
neering major from Santa Clara, dinner at the home of Willis Blanchard,
331 Leland Ave., Menlo Park. 6 p.m.
PHI UPSILON PI, meeting, S326,
12.30 p.m.
Need
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hell,
Money,
mass, 7:30 a.m.
115 a. Say if with
TOMORROW
So. First
a Mother’s
Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye examinations
and optical service.

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
stot herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia (Box ai-Pasadna,

Premuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
See* Through Our Membership!
13th and Julian Sts.

By JOYCE FLORES
Woman’s Editor

CONSULT

CY 2-750 I

C P & Q
1 SERVICE STATION

Women’s Housing Council
- More Active Than Ever

itiontert

Episcopal Church
a. ’ - y
11 7-1
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Yes, it’s been demonstrated time and time
again, that for real refreshment it’s Coke
every time! Add up that cold crisp taste,
that lively lift and you really have a drink
worth going after. So whenever the crowd
has a multiple thirst, make the high sign
of good taste ... pan around the
Coca-Cola! Quod Erat Demonstrandurn!
BE REALLY REFRESHED ... HAVE A
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Settled under authority of The Cocci -Cola Company bY
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose
1555 Bayshore Highway
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